Comparison of Four Methods for Estimating Total Light Interception by Apple Trees of Varying Forms
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Abstract. Four methods of estimating daily light interception (fisheye photography with image analysis, multiple-light sensors, ceptometer, and point grid) were compared using various apple (Malus domestica Borkh.) tree forms: slender spindle, Y- and T-trellises, and vertical palmette. Interactions of tree form, time of day, and atmospheric conditions with light interception estimates were examined. All methods were highly correlated to each other (r² > 0.92) for estimated daily mean percent total light interception by the various tree forms, except that the point grid method values were slightly lower. Interactions were found among tree form, time of day, and diffuse/direct radiation balance on estimated light interception, suggesting that several readings over the day are needed under clear skies, especially in upright canopies. The similar results obtained by using the point grid method (counting shaded/exposed points on a grid under the canopy) on clear days may allow rapid, simple, and inexpensive estimates of orchard light interception.

The interception and use of sunlight, or more accurately, photosynthetic photon flux (PPF) (400 to 700 nm), by orchard systems form the basis of potential total dry matter and fruit productivity of these systems (Jackson, 1980; Lakso, 1994; Palmer, 1989; Robinson and Lakso, 1991). Therefore, knowledge of total light interception in differing orchard systems is needed to help understand the basis of differences in orchard yield and fruit quality. The term “light” is used in a more general sense, but it refers to PPF as measured by the two quantum sensors used and to visible light in the fisheye photography and point grid methods.

Several modeling approaches have been produced to estimate total light interception of various orchard designs or tree forms (Johnson and Lakso, 1990; Palmer, 1989). The use of computer models enables rapid calculations with reasonable accuracy and allows evaluation of general effects of orchard design (various geometric tree forms, tree sizes, tree spacings, pruning and training practices) on light interception and distribution. However, approaches to modeling light interception are based on several assumptions and simplify reality; thus, they cannot easily describe the light interception of actual orchards.

The accurate estimation of light interception in real discontinuous canopy orchards requires integration of light readings over time and space. Several methods have been used to describe total tree light interception or microclimate within tree canopies under field conditions. Photochemical methods have been used to quantify the light climate within apple canopies, but problems of sensitivity, radiation geometry of tubes, and linearity with accumulated light have limited their use (Avidan and Erez, 1986; Heinicke, 1963; Maggs and Alexander, 1970). More accurate electronic light sensors with selenium or silicon cells have been used widely to estimate total light interception and light distribution in orchard systems by using single-point sensors (Barratt et al., 1991; Jackson, 1980; Palmer, 1987, 1988) as well as line or tube sensors, respectively (Agha and Buckley, 1986; Wagenmakers and Callesen, 1989). These methods normally require a grid of sensors that integrate over time; or, as a simplification, sensors are moved quickly to various grid positions and repeat readings over time. Although these methods can be accurate under the prevailing conditions, they may require considerable expense for sensors, dataloggers, or operator time. Also, if the readings are taken under cloudy conditions, the results may not be the same as under clear conditions. Fisheye or hemispherical photography is an indirect method based on photographing the tree canopy and then modeling, via image analysis software, how the canopy modifies the light availability at the point of the photograph (Anderson, 1971). Besides estimating light interception, this method can provide powerful additional information about estimates of 1) several components of the light microclimate (Anderson, 1964; Lakso, 1980); 2) light environment-related plant performance (Chazdon and Field, 1987; Lakso, 1980; Walters and Field, 1987); and 3) several components of canopy structure, such as leaf area index, leaf angle distribution (Anderson, 1971), gap frequency, and sunlit foliage area (Bonhomme and Chartier, 1972). Fisheye photography was first used in horticulture by Smart (1973) in vineyards and since has been adapted and further developed and validated for orchards (Ferre and Lakso, 1979; Kappel et al., 1983; Lakso, 1976, 1980; Robinson and Lakso, 1989, 1991; Schechter et al., 1990). This method has the advantage of evaluating real canopies, but allows modeling light microclimate under a range of conditions (the images can be rotated to determine if canopies interact with orientation, or differing balances of diffuse and direct incident light can be used). Photographs can be taken quite quickly. Disadvantages include time of processing and analysis, and cost or availability of image analysis systems.

Consequently, a need exists for a comparison of several of these techniques and methods for estimating total light interception on one set of trees of varying tree forms at one time. The objectives of this study were to 1) compare four methods (fisheye photography, multiple-light sensors, ceptometer, and a point grid) for relative estimates of total light interception and light environment-related plant performance; 2) evaluate any interactions of tree form, weather conditions (completely overcast vs. completely clear sky), and time of day with light interception estimates by each method.

Materials and Methods

A 15-year-old experimental ‘Empire’ apple orchard at the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, with four tree forms was used to compare various methods for estimating total light interception: slender spindle (pyramid), Y-trellis (Y-shaped hedgerow), T-trellis (horizontal T-shaped hedgerow), and palmette (thin, vertical hedgerow).

Slender spindles were grafted on M.9 and planted in a tree spacing of 1.7 x 5.5 m (1087 trees/ha), while the other three forms were on interstem M.9/MM.111 at 2.4 x 5.5 m (749 trees/ha). This tree form experimental trial had wider spacings than normally used in dwarfing apple orchards; thus, the maximum total tree light interceptions could be expected to be lower than for similar tree forms in commercial planting orchards. The distance between rows avoided row-to-row direct-light shading during the measurements.
For each tree form, three representative trees were selected for uniformity of form and canopy density, giving a total of 12 trees of varying forms estimated for each method. Multiple-light sensors, ceptometer line sensor, fisheye photography, and a point grid were used for estimating total light interception.

**Multiple-light sensors.** Cosine-corrected quantum sensors (LI-190SZ; LI-COR, Lincoln, Neb.) were attached to a datalogger (21X Micrologger; Campell Scientific, Logan, Utah). Nine equally spaced, single-light sensors were mounted on a horizontal bar of a small trailer with the bar length adjusted to extend from the middle of the tree row to the center of the alleyway. A tenth light sensor was attached to a vertical metal pole and held horizontally over the tree canopy to record 100% of incident light. The trailer was positioned at 10 various locations underneath the canopy, on each side of the test tree at the trunk, halfway and quarter-way toward the adjacent trees, respectively (Fig. 1A). At each location, a simultaneous reading was taken from each of the 10 sensors. Thus, for each test tree, 90 below-canopy readings in a grid pattern and 10 above-canopy, open-sky readings were taken. The light readings were taken three times a day at 2 to 3 h before solar noon, at solar noon, and 2 to 3 h after solar noon on completely cloudy, overcast days, and on sunny, clear days. Light interception per tree was estimated by calculating for each below-canopy reading the percentage of the above-canopy reading (i.e., transmission), and then by subtracting the average percentage transmission of all 90 sensor readings from 100% (total incident light).

**Ceptometer.** The ceptometer (model SF-80; Decagon Devices, Pullman, Wash.) was used as a PPF line sensor that integrated readings of 80 light sensors placed at 1-cm intervals along an 80-cm-long probe, similar in concept to the line of single sensors. A microprocessor recorded an average value of all sensors along the probe at each reading. Thirty below-canopy readings, 15 on each tree side, and one above-canopy, open-sky reading were taken for each test tree. Thus, six readings were taken across the row from alley center to alley center at each of five within-row locations: at the trunk of the test tree and halfway and quarter-way toward the adjacent trees, respectively (Fig. 1B). A bubble level on the ceptometer and a support rod on the probe end were used to hand-position the probe horizontally to the orchard floor. All readings were taken under the same sunny and overcast conditions and times of day as the multiple-light sensor method. Light interception per tree was calculated as described for the multiple-light sensors.

**Fisheye photography.** Fisheye photography was used similar to the methods described by Lakso (1976) and Robinson and Lakso (1991). Complete grids of vertical hemispherical photographs were taken underneath the tree canopies either under overcast conditions or very early or late in the day to improve contrast and to avoid a direct sunlight spot on the film. The camera was mounted on a short tripod with the film plane positioned horizontally and the lens pointing vertically upward at 20 cm above the orchard floor. The land area allocated per tree (row × tree spacing) was divided into equal areas, and the pictures were taken in the center of these areas (Fig. 1C). Twenty pictures for slender spindle and 30 pictures for the other three tree forms, due to the larger area allocated per tree, were taken per tree. Photographs were analyzed by digitizing the negative image via a computer-controlled Gould DeAnza Image Analysis System and estimating full-sky diffuse and solar-track direct visible radiation (photosynthetically active radiation) with the procedure described by Robinson and Lakso (1991).

**Point grid.** A simplified modification of the point quadrat method (Warren Wilson, 1960), called here the point grid, was also used. The method records direct sunlight beams that penetrate through the tree canopy under sunny conditions and strike a white sheet (or flat surface) with grid points spaced at 30 × 30 cm was laid underneath the canopy over the entire area allocated per tree. Points in the shadow cast by the tree were counted in the morning, at noon, and in the afternoon on a clear day. Mean daily total light interception was estimated as an average of the percentage of points (176 for slender spindle and 220 for the other three tree forms) in shade during the three sampling times.

All methods were tested in late August, after the cessation of shoot growth and leaf area development. Because of the dependence on suitable weather conditions, not all light readings could be performed on the same day, but were completed within a few days. All methods, except the point grid, give estimates of light available at the location of the measurement.

**Results**

Estimates of the daily mean percent total light interception by the four tree forms were similar whether fisheye photography, multiple-light sensors, or the ceptometer was used. However, the mean of the point grid method for PPF intercepted was slightly, but not significantly, lower (Table 1). These values were based on three readings per day on all methods, except the fisheye photography, which estimates interception at 15-min intervals. No interactions with tree form were found.

Regressions among the four methods comparing estimates of daily mean percent total
Crop Efficiency

Light interception by the 12 trees of various forms showed good agreement (Figs. 2 and 3). When comparing fisheye photography, multiple-light sensors, and the ceptometer, the slopes were near the 1:1 line, with intercepts near zero, indicating good comparability among methods (Fig. 2). Comparing the point grid with the other three methods, the regressions were off the 1:1 line by about five percentage points (Fig. 3). This result indicates an underassessment of light interception via the point grid method, assuming the other methods are truer estimates.

For these north–south-oriented tree rows, the estimated amount of light intercepted by the tree canopies was affected by the time of day and the weather conditions under which the measurements were taken (Fig. 4). The effect of time of day on tree light interception could not be evaluated by using fisheye photography since only whole-day mean values were recorded, although software could be modified. We assumed that a diurnal analysis of fisheye photography, due to comparable estimates of daily mean percent light interception with multiple-light sensors and the ceptometer, would basically lead to similar results.

Under completely clear sky with ≈85% direct radiation, the estimated percent light interception over a day interacted strongly with tree form, and all tested methods generated a tree-form-specific diurnal light interception pattern (Fig. 4A). As expected, the time-of-day effect on light interception on clear days was slight for horizontal T- and Y-trellis canopies, more pronounced with triangular slender spindle canopies, and most pronounced with thin, vertical palmette canopies (Fig. 4A). Therefore, for triangular and vertical tree forms, the time of day when measurements are taken is clearly an important consideration, and several readings per day should be taken. Under completely overcast sky with mostly diffuse radiation, daily variations in total light interception by all four tree forms were relatively small as measured by the multiple-light sensors, but somewhat more pronounced with the ceptometer (Fig. 4B).

Discussion

All methods compared appeared to be suitable for estimating total daily light interception by various tree forms, as the correlation among them was high when the means of three readings per day were used. However, all methods had inherent advantages and disadvantages.

We assume that truer estimates of total light interception were given by the similar values of the two light sensor methods and the fisheye photography compared to the point grid method. The use of the point grid requires some further considerations. Due to the apparently slight but consistent underestimates of total light interception, a correction factor would be necessary for more accurate estimates. The underestimate appears to be due to the yes/no nature of the decision of sun or shade at each point, which essentially ignores

Table 1. Comparison of four methods for estimating daily mean percent total photosynthetic photon flux (PPF) interception by four tree forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree form</th>
<th>Point grid</th>
<th>Ceptometer</th>
<th>Multiple-light sensors</th>
<th>Fisheye photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-trellis</td>
<td>29 a</td>
<td>32 a</td>
<td>33 a</td>
<td>32 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-trellis</td>
<td>38 b</td>
<td>46 a</td>
<td>45 a</td>
<td>42 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slender spindle</td>
<td>37 a</td>
<td>42 a</td>
<td>41 a</td>
<td>39 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmette</td>
<td>20 a</td>
<td>24 a</td>
<td>24 a</td>
<td>22 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand mean</td>
<td>30 a</td>
<td>36 a</td>
<td>36 a</td>
<td>34 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means of three replicate trees estimated by using 1) multiple-light sensors and ceptometer under completely overcast and clear sky at ≈2 to 3 h before solar noon, solar noon, and 2 to 3 h after solar noon; 2) point grid under completely clear sky at the same sampling times; and 3) fisheye photography and image analysis.

Mean separation within each tree form by Tukey’s HSD test (P ≤ 0.05).
Fig. 3. Relationship of daily mean percent total photosynthetic photon flux interception by 12 trees of four tree forms estimated by the point grid under clear sky conditions vs. fisheye photography (A), multiple-light sensors (B), and ceptometer (C) under overcast and clear sky conditions at ≈2 to 3 h after solar noon, solar noon, and 2 to 3 h after solar noon. The regression equations were (A) \( y = 3.636 + 1.002x \) \( (r^2 = 0.92) \); (B) \( y = 4.031 + 1.046x \) \( (r^2 = 0.94) \); (C) \( y = 1.753 + 1.135x \) \( (r^2 = 0.95) \).

diffuse light transmission and estimates only direct-light transmission. The consistency of the relationship of the point grid to the other methods (Fig. 3) gives some confidence in the use of a correction factor. Sampling error could be adjusted by changing the number of grid points per unit area. Nevertheless, the point grid technique represents a rapid (5 min/tree), easy-to-use, easy-to-教, and inexpensive method for estimating light interception, especially for relative comparisons of orchard systems.

Compared to the multiple-light sensors, the ceptometer was less awkward to handle and allowed a fast sampling time (10 min/tree). Using a bar of single-light sensors required more time for mounting the sensors on the trailer bar, positioning the trailer underneath the canopy, leveling the sensors at each position, and positioning the sensor above the tree canopy. The sampling process required ≈15 min/tree. A disadvantage for both methods is the dependence on the weather conditions since best results are obtained on either uniformly clear days or overcast days. The daily variation in total tree light interception under overcast conditions was more pronounced with the ceptometer than with the multiple-light sensors (Fig. 4B), likely due to the lower frequency of above-canopy readings. Under overcast, or especially partly cloudy, conditions, the incident radiation can change significantly within a short period. For the ceptometer, only one open-sky reading per tree was taken per tree, whereas for the multiple-light sensors, each of the 10 open-sky readings per tree was taken simultaneously with a set of below-canopy readings. To reduce this extra sampling error with the ceptometer, the open-sky readings should be either taken more often or recorded frequently by a separate sensor with a synchronized datalogger. Additionally, since the ceptometer is hand-held, the operator must take care to avoid blocking direct or diffuse light when taking readings. This caution does not apply, or only to a much lesser extent, to the multiple-light sensors since the operator can stay farther from them.

Although the uses and utility of hemispherical photography are clear, the computerized fisheye image analysis is quite time-consuming, requiring up to 5 min/photograph, depending on the program and system used. With an average of 25 pictures taken per tree, the total processing time per tree was ≈2 h. Manual analysis of the photographs can, however, consume much more time (Anderson, 1971). Because of the amount of time spent for fisheye image analysis, other techniques should be considered first if the only interest is estimating total light interception. Furthermore, fisheye photography should only be used under overcast conditions, although photos may be taken either early in the morning or late afternoon when the sun is not in the image. The time requirement for taking the photographs in the field was similar to the sensor method, ≈15 min/tree.

Our results indicate that light interception is affected by tree form, time of day, and current weather conditions (Fig. 4). Since under overcast sky, variations in light interception seem to be insignificant for all four tree forms (Fig. 4B), one single set of light readings may be adequate for estimates of daily mean light interception if the trees intercept about the same amount of diffuse light as direct light, the case in many, but not all, orchards. Under clear sky conditions, the light readings are much more influenced by tree form and time of day (Fig. 4A). Although a single set of light readings on a clear, sunny day seems to be sufficient for estimates of daily mean light interception by horizontal canopies, more sets of readings over the day are desirable to decrease the sampling error for more-vertical canopy areas that are parallel to the high solar elevation angles. To a lesser extent, the same is true for slender spindle canopies.

In summary, all four methods were highly correlated to each other for estimated daily mean percent total light interception by the various tree forms, although point grid values were about five percentage points lower. Under overcast sky, daily variations in total light interception were small for all tree forms. However, under clear sky, the time-of-day effect on light interception strongly increased from horizontal to vertical tree canopies, indicating the importance of several readings in time in upright canopies. The point grid method is useful for estimates of orchard light interception when other methods are too costly or time-consuming.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of methods for estimating mean percent total photosynthetic photon flux interception by four tree forms at about 2 to 3 h before solar noon, solar noon, and 2 to 3 h after solar noon as a percentage of whole-day average under clear sky conditions by using (A) multiple-light sensors, the ceptometer, and the point grid method and under overcast sky conditions by using (B) multiple-light sensors and the ceptometer. Values are means of three replicate trees.
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